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QUINTEC INTEGRATION PRESIDENT JAMES DEPPOLETO JR. TO DONATE $6,000 TO MILWAUKEE-BASED 
ORGANIZATIONS KIDS MATTER INC. AND OPERATION DREAM

MILWAUKEE, WI (December 21, 2020)—Quintec Integration President James Deppoleto Jr. has donated $6,000 to local nonprofits Kids 
Matter Inc. and Operation DREAM, both community development organizations based in Milwaukee.

Kids Matter Inc. was founded in 2000, inspired by the need to improve the lives of the many Milwaukee County children involved in the child 
welfare system. Their mission is to help abused and neglected children heal and thrive, bring volunteer energy and community support to 
foster and kinship children, and apply lessons learned from helping children heal to prevent further child abuse.

Operation DREAM provides developmental opportunities and mentoring support for over 250 boys and young men primarily of color, from 
kindergarten through high school, who need positive role models. Their programs are designed around the founding values of DREAM: 
Discipline, Respect, Education, and Appreciation through Mentoring. Programs include enrichment activities, tutoring support through 
academic collaborations, workforce development training through work, athletic opportunities, and summer activities.

“Both Quintec Integration and I find our purpose in giving back to deserving organizations that help uplift our communities,” said James 
Deppoleto Jr. “We are grateful for the opportunity to support organizations that help make our communities safer, more vibrant places to 
live.”

To make a donation, please visit https://kidsmatterinc.org/take-action/donate/donate-online or https://operation-dream.org/about.

ABOUT QUINTEC INTEGRATION

Quintec is a full-service material handling system integrator that engineers, installs, and supports virtually any project that involves a 
conveyor. Established in 1999, we have become a leader in conveyor integration and the quintessential choice for small businesses, Fortune 
500 companies, and the US government. Utilizing our extensive experience, we provide high-capacity, dependable material handling systems 
that meet peak volume rates and use low-risk, high-quality technologies. We develop partnerships with our customers and leverage a 
portfolio of hundreds of vendors that ensures every project is executed smoothly, on time, and on budget. We are a nationwide company 
that strives to be the most responsive, customer-forward, and cost-effective industry solution. We pride ourselves on having a 100% repeat 
customer rate on turnkey conveyor solutions. In other words, anyone who works with us once works with us again.

For more information, please visit: https://quintecconveyor.com.
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